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Increasing transmit antennas helps focus the energy to 
Bob, and prevent passive eavesdropping
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(2) M→∞

Prior Work: Passive eavesdropping is negligible in 
massive MIMO system [1][2]

[1] Kapetanovic, Dzevdan, Gan Zheng, and Fredrik Rusek. "Physical layer security for massive MIMO: An overview on passive eavesdropping 
and active attacks." IEEE Communications Magazine 53.6 (2015): 21-27.

[2] Al-Nahari, Azzam. "Physical layer security using massive multiple-input and multiple-output: passive and active eavesdroppers." IET 
Communications 10.1 (2016): 50-56.
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However, in practical systems,

• BS has finite number of antennas

• Channel can be correlated 



Goal
Evaluate passive eavesdropping in practical massive MIMO

Contribution

• The first to analyze passive eavesdropping with real measurements 
up to 96 antennas

• Consider practical factors
• Limited number of BS antennas

• Potential correlation in over-the-air channels

• Limited number of modulating and coding schemes (MCS)

• Results
• Scaling number of antennas

• BS transmit power adaptation

• Nomadic Eve
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• M-antenna BS

• Single user Bob with single antenna

• Downlink transmissions using conjugate 
beamforming

• Beamforming weight

• Maximize Bob’s SNR

• MCS (modulating and coding schemes) 
limited
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System Model



Process of one transmission
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BS obtains Bob’s CSI

BS predicts Bob’s SNR and chooses highest supportable 
MCS accordingly

BS transmits the packet with conjugate beamforming

Based on the receive SNR, determine whether the packet is 
successfully decoded at Bob



• Eve has the same capability as Bob

• Single antenna

• Same pathloss

• Same decoding ability

• Analysis focus on beamforming gain
Bob

BS
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Threat Model



Metric: SNR difference between Bob and Eve

• Larger SNR difference implies a potentially more secure transmission

• SNR difference between Bob and Eve is independent of BS transmit power

•

• Symmetric case: Bob and Eve have the same pathloss, SNR difference 
represents the difference in beamforming gain
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Difference in pathloss
(0 in the following analysis)

Difference in beamforming gain



Metric: Secure Packet Delivery Ratio (s-PDR)
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s-PDR =
# of packets decoded by Bob but not Eve

# of all packets

• Low s-PDR: Transmission is either unsuccessful or insecure

• High s-PDR: Transmission is secure & successful

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Decoded By Bob

Decoded By Eve

s-PDR = 
5
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Argos Dataset: CSI Measurement [3]

10[3] Shepard, Clayton, et al. "Understanding real many-antenna MU-MIMO channels." Signals, Systems and Computers, 2016 

50th Asilomar Conference on. IEEE, 2016.

• Indoor with a LOS component 

• 2.4 GHz band with 20 MHz bandwidth (52 subcarriers)



Argos Dataset: CSI Measurement
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6.25 cm
( half-wavelength of 2.4GHz )

96-antenna 
ArgosV2

8 single-antenna 
WARP boards

(Potential Bob/Eve)
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8

Uplink pilot

Channel reciprocity

96 x 8 x 52



Channel matrix subsampling

Obtain different Bob-Eve Pairs

• Each of the 8 WARP boards can be viewed as 
Bob or Eve

• 8x7=56 Bob-Eve pairs

Emulating different BS antenna array size

• Subsample with spatial meaning

• NTX ant = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 
72, 80, 88, 96}
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NTX ant = 4

NTX ant = 24

• Obtain Bob and Eve’s channel

• Can be used to calculate Bob and Eve’s SNR, and SNR difference



SNR-PDR relationship, adapted from [4]

MCS selection & Packet delivery based on 
SNR-PDR relationship
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[4] Zhang, Jiansong, et al. "A practical SNR-guided rate adaptation." INFOCOM 

2008. The 27th Conference on Computer Communications. IEEE. IEEE, 2008.

• Assume the BS knows the SNR-PDR 
relationship

• Use SNR-PDR relationship from prior 
work [4]
(based on 802.11a indoor office environment 
and UDP packets of 50 bytes)

• BS selects the highest MCS that achieves 
PDR of 0.9

Bob’s SNR = 16 dB
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• Success of the transmission depends 
on the corresponding PDR

• Symmetric case, Eve has the same 
SNR-PDR relationship 

0.91

Eve’s SNR = 12 dB

0.2

Bob’s SNR = 16 dB

MCS selection & Packet delivery based on 
SNR-PDR relationship



Baseline: independent Rayleigh channel

• Ideal case studied by prior works

• Randomly generate independent Rayleigh channel

• Monte Carlo simulation with 100,000 instances
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Scaling BS antenna resources: Rayleigh channel

• SNR difference starts from 0, and 
increases about 3 dB when the number of 
BS antennas doubles
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Scaling BS antenna resources: Measured channel
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40 antennas

• The growth of SNR difference slows 
down in the large-antenna regime

• The gap between the measured channels 
and Rayleigh channels increases with 
scaling BS antennas

• 96 antennas in measured channel only 
achieves similar performance of 40 
antennas in Rayleigh channel

Identify Eve’s advantage 

due to channel correlation



BS transmit power adaptation

General Trend: The s-PDR first increases then 
deceases as the BS increases its transmit power

1. Neither Bob nor Eve can receive the packets

2. Bob starts to receive packets with the lowest 
MCS, while Eve can hardly decode packets for Bob

3. Both Bob and Eve’s SNR are high enough to 
decode packets transmitted with the highest MCS 
(MCS saturation)
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Identify the “MCS saturation regime” 



s-PDR: Measured Channel
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29 dB32 Ant

2 advantages of having more antennas at the BS
1) The highest s-PDR increases

2) The transmissions remain secure for a larger 
transmit power range

26 dB



Nomadic Eve
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Nomadic Eve

• Median of SNR difference (compared to 
the average case) between Bob and Eve 
when the BS has 96 antennas

• Having a low angular spread to Bob does 
not help Eve when the distance is much 
larger than the wavelength.

• However, Eve can take advantage of the 
high variation among different locations or 
move closer to the BS to improve her 
channel gain
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Larger SNR difference 

Lower SNR difference 



Conclusion

• The first to analyze passive eavesdropping considering practical factors with 
over-the-air measurements up to 96 antennas

• Scaling number of antennas
Identify Eve’s advantage due to channel correlation, and the gap between the measured 
channels and Rayleigh channels increases with scaling BS antennas

• BS transmit power adaptation
Identify the “MCS saturation regime” which happens when the high SNR saturates the 
predefined MCS levels and prevents the BS from utilizing potentially a better channel at 
Bob compared to Eve

• Nomadic Eve
Find that having a low angular spread to Bob does not help Eve when the distance is 
much larger than the wavelength. However, Eve can take advantage of the high variation 
among different locations or move closer to the BS to improve her channel gain
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